
Back in the Day

Lil Rob

[Intro]
Yeah uh-huh it's Lil Rob
And I wanna take you back
Back in my days

[Chorus]
Back in the day when I was chasing the girls
And I was doing my thing without a care in the world
I was gettin' it in cus I just wanted to win
Now I'm chillin' reminiscing

[Verse 1]
Back in the days Pendletons and cascades
Nike game breaker, windbreaker and shades
Break dancing music .My old school was hitting
The food was so good, coming from Nana's kitchen
Backyard parties packed with all the party people
We know what we're doing even when it was illegal

Takes me 1200 mix it with a new mark
Scratching up some records no one can do it better
Wishin' it can last forever. The forever
I'll remember all that good shit, feel good neighborhood shit
Yeah but that's just me man
Cus I don't see any other way it could be man

[Chorus 2x]

[Verse 2]
I was crazy with the spray can I couldn't put it down
I was like Michael Angelo painting up my town
Keep my ears to the ground, Always listen to the streets. Always into music,
 Always listening to beats
Shit I can even bust a move

Take a girl to the dance floor and give her what she ask for
And maybe even get that slow dance
Kiss her on the neck and put my hands on her ass
And look at me I'm all smiles, Living all styles
Some of them even got tossed to the lost files
And I remember back when
And the way I used to do back then When it was...

[Chorus 2x]

[Bridge]
Chillin' Reminiscing
On all them good times that we've been given
I wouldn't do any of it different
Don't wanna die just want to keep living

[Verse 3]
Look back on memories
But we can make some new ones too
Learning from the things that we use to do
I remember acting a fool
On one occasion alright maybe two. (I still do)
But besides that looking back like my baseball cap
It's behind me Always something that reminds me of the way things used to be



 like
For me (for me)
Beneath the street lights

[Chorus 4x]
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